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Our feet, as Oscar Wilde observed, may be
eternally treading the ontological gutter,
but some of us are looking at the stars.
Some of us, however, as Cooper Jacoby’s
solo exhibition “Stagnants” at Mathew
Gallery demonstrates, are looking at the
gutter. Here Jacoby presents four casts of
sewer drains from around Los Angeles and
a sculpture consisting of paint and CPU
connector pins. The works are linked by
their titles to the practice of acupuncture
(e.g. Brain Hollow, Veering Passage, Spasm
Vessel, all 2016) and to the dynamics of
flow and stasis upon which it focuses.
The casts establish a potent dialogue
between the absent concrete and metal
shapes from which they were formed and
the fiberglass, epoxy resin and vinyl of
which they are composed. Eerie pools of
immobile liquid just at the edges of the
open drains and grates add another level
of formal friction that provides a welcome
reminder that material representation still
has uses in an age of digital aesthetics.
The woeful state of these urban pressure
points validates their literalism; signifiers of
urban decay often exist in art as backdrops
for a kind of vapid sloganeering, but
coming face to face with the shattered
concrete of some street corner of LA in
the setting of a West Berlin gallery bluntly
physicalizes the distance between the
rhetoric of inclusion and the reality of
institutionalized priorities and privilege.
This immediacy is perhaps complicated
by the rather labored sketching of
acupuncture-based diagrams into the
basins of the sculptures; also the decision
to create an elevated, steel grate platform
to which the viewer must ascend in order
to see the show may overdo the exhibition’s
“urbanized” metaphorics (it’s also not very
disability-friendly). Nevertheless, if Jacoby’s
works demonstrate nothing else, they are a
reminder that there are just as many stories
flowing by in the gutter as there are among
the stars. We ignore them at our peril.
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From top, clockwise:
Claudia Comte
“Sonic Geometry”,
installation view at
BolteLang, Zurich (2015)
Courtesy of the Artist
and BolteLang, Zurich
Photography by
Alexander Hana
Cooper Jacoby
“Stagnants”, installation
view at Mathew Gallery,
Berlin (2016)
Courtesy of the Artist and
Mathew Gallery, Berlin
Peter Buggenhout
“Für Alle und Keinen”,
installation view at Konrad
Fischer, Berlin (2015)
Courtesy of the Artist and
Konrad Fischer, Berlin

The title of Peter Buggenhout’s second
solo exhibition at Konrad Fischer Galerie,
in Berlin, “Für Alle und Keinen ” (For All
and None), addresses the existence and
identity of its receiver as a problem. With
respect to the works on view, the problem
is reintroduced as that of identification
in general. Buggenhout’s works —
indeterminately shaped sculptures made
of waste, dust, animal hair, intestines and
unidentifiable materials — avoid positive
signification. They reject the notion of
persistence and completeness, and are
fundamentally associated with ruins.
The current exhibition consists of three
new sculptures, each of which is the vertex
of the other two. It starts with Mont Ventoux
#16 (2015), a paraphernalia-like sculptural
object placed inside a glass case on a white
pedestal in front of the gallery’s entrance. A
condensation of a cow-stomach and debris,
the work simulates aspects of ritualistic
voodoo fetish and ethnographic display,
combining the possessed with the museal.
The second vertex is The Blind Leading
the Blind #68 (2015), a recent example of
Buggenhout’s signature dust sculptures:
a large, contourless stack of wreckage
concealed under a coat of dust, rendering
the properties of its elements illegible. In it
things not only lose their code or cease to
exist, but can no longer be remembered for
what they were. Incorporating the viewer
into an experience of indistinguishability
and entropy, it avows our subordination
to nature, to death; to dust.
On Hold #3 (2015), the exhibition’s
third vertex, is a corner installation, a low
wall relief assembling wood, metal, plastic
and textile fragments, held together by
intertwined layers of foam and nylon.
In comparison to the dust sculpture, it
suggests composition and structure. Yet
a closer look reveals its contradictory,
transgressive dynamics, wherein the same
things seem to move simultaneously
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to the left and to the right, upward and
downward, erecting and falling, expanding
and consolidating at the same time.
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